Canada’s anti-spam law (CASL) is now in force, and this law allows recipients to control the electronic messages they receive.

BLG respects the wishes of our contacts to determine whether they wish to receive commercial electronic messages from us. Our compliance with CASL includes:

- Keeping records of consent
- Subject to exceptions permitted by law, checking that we have consent before sending commercial electronic messages
- Setting out our contact information on commercial electronic messages
- Providing a means for those on our mailing lists to unsubscribe
- Effecting an unsubscribe request promptly and in any event no later than 10 business days after receipt

If you currently subscribe to electronic newsletters or other communications from BLG, you will always have the right to unsubscribe.

If you have questions or concerns, please contact our CASL officer:

LuAnne Morrow  
Borden Ladner Gervais LLP  
Centennial Place, East Tower  
1900, 520-3rd Avenue S.W.  
Calgary, Alberta, T2P 0R3  
LMorrow@blg.com